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Network building and network activity:
o
I attend a CiCe regional conference organized by Jan Masek – Children’s
Identity, Culture and Media in Visegrad Context, Plzeň, Czech Republic, 15-16
September. I was involved two presentations and in this meeting I built contact with
other NC and members of CiCe from Poland and Check Republic.
o
I find a new college (his name is Mark Kekesi) who is interested in EU identity
questions and the other project of CiCe. We start a new research project together
regard to social and subjective responsibility. We gave a common presentation the
first results of this study on the conference I mentioned before.
o
I get contact with the History Department of the University of Szeged and we
deliberate an agreement regard to Identity formation topic implementation to
history teacher training program. In next academic year we develop a free choice
seminar program for 10-15students who are interested in this identity topic. We will
use basically CiCe materials in this program.
Dissemination CiCe materials:
o
I regularly disseminated CiCe materials and CiCe News with Institutional
members of my University and the other Hungarian partner Institutions.
o
I give materials to our University’s Library in every year.
o
I organized a working group from students who interested in EU identity and
social responsibility topic. Five students work together and with me on this topic.
We meet regularly and talk about CiCe materials (articles and books) and designed
researches in this field. In the end of the academic year they have written their
results on papers (e.g. final papers, and seminar working papers).
o
I use CiCe materials implementing our lecture very often on my courses. e.g.
Social psychology III – which has a part about crowd and society psychology and
psychodynamic. About 42 students were involved in this course.

